INFORMATION AND CLOUD SECURITY

Quick Start Programs for
Microsoft Cloud Security
Measurable, value-based cloud security in just weeks
Edgile’s Quick Starts are a highly eﬃcient way for clients to leverage their investments in Microsoft cloud platforms. The
programs employ a ﬁxed price, ﬁxed scope, and ﬁxed delivery methodology to produce measurable risk and security
outcomes in the fastest and most predictable manner. Using templates and accelerators, Edgile’s Microsoft
specialists will deliver business-aligned solution builds that include:
• A deﬁnition of business requirements and drivers with their success criteria
• An analysis of detected data and identity risks in production platforms
• Security and governance controls deployed into production for immediate
measurable risk reduction
• An operations plan and roadmap outlining next steps
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Quick Start packages and pricing
Quick Starts are designed to minimize the engagement time required by key
decision-making stakeholders.

PRICING AND DURATION
Save up to 70% through
Microsoft-funded incentives

Microsoft Purview Data Security Quick Start
Basic
Classify sensitive information in M365 cloud workloads. Oﬀers initial, measurable
production deployment of Microsoft data security control frameworks to manage risk
and reduce attack surfaces

$215,000

Advanced
Includes all Basic option initiatives plus requirements deﬁnitions for sensitive
data at rest on-premises and prevention of data loss in non-Microsoft cloud
storage locations.

$350,000

Microsoft Purview Insider Risk Management Quick Start
Delivers high-velocity, quantiﬁable insider threat management capabilities into the
M365 environment in a predictable and measurable timeframe by deploying the
Insider Risk Management module for M365.
Microsoft Entra Entitlement Management Quick Start
Oﬀers an immediate production deployment of the Entra and Azure Active Directory
Entitlement Management toolset to manage identity capability and risk in your
Microsoft cloud platforms.

10 weeks

16 weeks

$260,000
12 weeks

$215,000
10 weeks

Quick Start deliverables
A strategic roadmap for what
to do next and the sequencing
of dependencies

An operations plan with
organizational and technological
requirements deﬁned

Analysis of the production risk
that must be mitigated, and the
steps to mitigate it

Accelerate business-aligned cloud security solutions
As a Microsoft Gold Partner with deep expertise across the entire Microsoft ecosystem, Edgile knows how to conﬁgure
Microsoft’s cloud technologies through a highly eﬃcient and predictable process. We know how long it will take and
how much it will cost for a client to achieve immediate, high-velocity data security outcomes.
BUILD PHILOSOPHY
Data-driven
Decisions

Operations Plan
& Roadmap

Rapid Production
Deployment

Measurable
Security Outcomes

APPROACH
Expert enablement guidance
Learn optimal implementation
methods to maximize solution
productivity and eﬀectiveness.

Conﬁguration without customization
Utilize pre-deﬁned templates,
conﬁgurations and workﬂows for best
practice builds without time-consuming,
complex customization

Measurable security outcomes
Leverage value-based outcomes
to create a business foundation
for scaling capabilities across
the enterprise.

STEPS TO SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION
Actions to take

Actions to avoid

√ Document current state details and processes up front
√ Identify stakeholder understanding and vision of
problems/solutions
√ Focus on rapid production monitoring and protections

X Code customizations designed around a manual or
legacy approach
X Complex processes with signiﬁcant interdependencies
across other systems

To connect with the team and learn more about Edgile’s Quick Starts, please visit edgile.com/cloud.
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Edgile: We Secure the Modern EnterpriseSM
Edgile, a Wipro company, is a Microsoft Gold Partner in Security and Compliance with global scale providing consulting and
managed services. Our strategy-ﬁrst approach to identities, access and cloud security accelerates customer journeys to the
cloud. Using a risk-based methodology, we provide customers a framework to prioritize controls implementation throughout
their digital transformation helping to increase business agility and turn risk into opportunity.
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